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Phones
P.
Retreat. Speak in legato. Siphon off. Hold the crucible. At civil twilight. Steer. Rile. Navigate a higher
resolution. I need action. 0 0 0 RGB. A room or a building. A point of access. Enter. Break. Coalition
collapse. Break. Clasp. An archaic seize. Hands under water. Limbs aquatic.
Engrave this tombstone. With all of these words.
A tube or conduit. Bent into legs of unequal length. Bae.
Meet me in the dark suburbs of Miami
Everything rests on these cheekbones. It is forfeit. Related ephemerides. Locate the declinations.
It eventuated. I didn't. This is the crux. No tropes over here. All the pink skies were crafted. Fill. Fill.
Elation. In this club. Usher says. Border ballad. There is a certain beauty to your thoughts. Paradisal
promises. Susceptible to harm. Dictum. A binary state. Negate the proposition. Cognitive
impressions. Befit the folly. Simple assertion. Cause and effect. Microagression.
Bring on the criterion. Stay consequent. Ask the sage. Fall ill.
Credulity. No offense. Veiled reds. Let me tell you something. I collect words. This is what I do.
Thickness. Mouthfullness. Do not edit. Guide the words home. Yes.
No malice, said the marble mouth. No truths either, I asked. Not in this scripture, he said. Don't tell them. Don't tell
them. Because just like you I get lonely too.
He turned. I wavered.
A gradient giant. I hear it. Fill the cavities with oceans and lakes. They came hoisted down from the
Venus star. They made a fire to make it home. They wished for joy and sang for water. Eulogies and
odes. The strings are wiling. An opera or ballet. Thelma and Louise. Tell me through the phones.
These are the effects of precession. No dips below the horizon. Stay alert for the lunar standstill.
Hold on to the widest arc. Clutch equator. Clinch hands. Relive the pit.
There will be no Miami. The yellow car left.
Strike like a pocket. Eruptive behavior. Moved and deformed. Ridges and hotspots. Crusts and
mantle. Molt in increments. Chamber your secrets. Cool over time. Bent again. Capsize this.
Assimilate. Replenish. Repent.
No heat now. Only fire.

